
Preamble: I will talk about unofficial live music recordings, what they are, why they’re 
important, how they’ve been classified and archived, and what problems and 
opportunities are in store.
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Definition of Terms
Unofficial Live Recording

What I settled on.
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Why not bootleg? Bootleg implies for sale, which tape traders hate.
Boots are the way that a number of shows have entered 
circulation, but traders then copy and trade them for free—
these are known as “liberated bootlegs.”  
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RoIO
Recording of Indeterminate/Illegitimate Origin.
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RoIO on Pink Floyd database.  
So, outside of jam band community, where people 
always just called them tapes.
Note use in Dimeadozen—community difference of 
terminology.  
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Two main types
AUD

Mics out in the audience.
Open taping for taper-friendly artists.
Stealth for non-taper-friendly artists.
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SBDs
Patches and artist-made tapes.
The latter get out to fans in several ways—leaks, even theft, 
Cantor-Jackson’s famous storage unit, moe.’s Utah show gift.  
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Tapers 
Extremely dedicated people. Thousands of dollars’ worth of 
equipment, sometimes smuggled in.
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Why is this important/Why give legitimacy to something of dubious legality?
Well, we’re interested in music and for some artists, the record is not the 
whole story.

Obvious suspects: improvisers
Jazz artists
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Jam Bands
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Jekyll and Hyde—studio recordings are only half the story
Pink Floyd (with improv crossover)
Television
Radiohead
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Rearranged songs/New band members
Bob Dylan
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Unreleased material
Van Morrison- note torrent

Ultimately, you never know what will happen—that’s the great thing 
about live and why everyone gets taped.
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Importance gets validated by eventual legitimacy 
Dean Benedetti recordings of Charlie Parker solos

About 8 hours of recordings over two sessions.
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More indirectly, the prominence of unofficials shows artists there's a market for--note 
Dick's Picks, Live Phish, Pearl Jam's full tour release, etc.
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How big is it? (remember, most people don’t know about this!)
Huge.  Underground, but huge.  Think about 3k shows for the Dead, 40 years 
of touring for Rush, and that most of those shows were recorded.  Then 
remember it’s like that for anyone you can think of.

Every scene has its tapers. SKOTF who taped a couple hundred 
shows of late 1970s projects by mid-1970s punk musicians a 
couple years past their original heyday.  
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One show can = multiple recordings
One recording can = multiple sources

16/44, 16/48, 24/96
24/96 can’t be burned to CD, supposedly higher quality.  I first 
saw them over ten years ago, but they’ve recently increased in 
prominence—last year or two I think— since the size of 24/96 
files becomes more tenable with multiple terabyte hard drives.  
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Different transfers
Remasters
Matrixes

Different bootlegs, which amounts to the same thing
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Great, but how do we keep track of all this?
Folksonomy- a taxonomy created by folks.  
Analog days-

Artists large enough to get their own books- Compendium, Pharmer's
Almanac.
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If released as a bootleg- Hot Wacks
Could tell if two bootlegs from the same show shared a 
recording origin, and the names and/or record companies gave 
you a name to use in discussing whether one source sounded 
better than another.  
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Internet changes everything—now we have files we can name and it’s easier 
to find and centralize obscure information.

Etree
Starts up in 1998, so they’re there right at the start of online 
file trading.
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Founded by 10 people from Sugarmegs and People For 
a Clearer Phish. 

Not info professionals, but people immersed in the world who 
knew what was needed.  Originally just wanted to be able to 
postively identify a given file set.  Right away, informational 
hygiene.  
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Form follows function—grew to file naming standard followed 
from there, band abbreviations, extended naming standards, 
and a database.
The naming standard

Band abbreviation, date format, file type.
4 digit year in the date: gives an indication of 
how long people think this will last.  

Not just the file classification--complete package set up.  
Info file, an md5 which switches to later FFP (FLAC 
fingerprint file)
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Not just the file classification--complete package set up.  
Info file, an md5 which switches to later FFP (FLAC 
fingerprint file)

Much more info than cassettes, and of course 
you couldn’t check their integrity.  
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Extended version adds lots of useful distinguishing info—mics, taper, db#
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Difference of purpose between this and a library catalog 
record: Library catalogs will display the same title for 5 
different versions of a work and use metadata to show 
the differences in the display.  Etree’s classification 
schema, puts the differences in the title.  This 
maximally serves the user because these titles are 
ending up on personal hard drives without an interface 
to interpret them. (9 versions of 12/29/96) Changing 
the title actually aids in collocation in this case.  
Different circumstances, different needs.

Naming standard works so well, it’s adopted wholesale by the 
LMA.  Sort of.
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The database
Number assigned in acquisition order, archive styles.
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But, as a computer database, you can collocate easily—
FRBR principles!
admin structure- users can volunteer to be setlist or 
source administrators, who are responsible for seeking 
out and maintaining the information for setlist and 
source information.  
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Problems
Less info for lesser known bands.  
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Band abbreviations
Not all bands have one—nothing to get right or wrong there, big hole 
in the controlled vocab.
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Use of standard is entirely voluntary—many outside jam band/etree circles 
don’t follow. Collection itself is imperilled—for many artists, no central 
depository legally possible.
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LMA- largest and relatively permanent, but not the best exemplar of full taxonomy.
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not the best exemplar of full taxonomy.
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not the best exemplar of full taxonomy.
Then what’s not there from taper friendly artists

No Phish, no Jerry solo, no Trey solo, no Primus, no Allmans, no 
MMW, no Galactic, no Black Crowes.

For the future—if these things ever do sit on the servers of a library or 
university collection, they’ll face problems parsing all those different naming 
conventions, even loading from LMA.

That’s if they’re there—LMA is the closest we have and look how 
restricted they are.
Could institutions collect everything if the legalities were somehow 
worked out?

Individuals are curators right now, and can’t.
Me and limited sources.
So far working to keep these collections going

Right now it’s underground and unofficial and 
it’s what we’ve got.
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Questions?
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